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Uppercase

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

This study oldstyle serif face currently includes six fonts for the Latin
script. The family grew out of Martel,
a multi-script project that I created
on the MA Typeface Design course
at the University of Reading in 2008.
A strong diagonal axis is apparent
within the curves of Malabar’s letterforms. Sturdy serifs help strengthen
the line of text in small point sizes,
as well as define the overall feeling
of the face. Malabar’s x-height is very
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Ligatures

high, a deliberate choice that make
the most important parts of lowercase letters visibly larger in tiny text.
The height of the capital letters is
also rather diminutive, allowing for
better character fit as well as eliminating a bit of clumsiness in German
typesetting. As an oldstyle design,
the Malabar’s Roman, or Regular
weight, was informed both by contemporary ideas of typeface design
(sheared terminals, the wider-drawn
s) as well as by 16th-century masters.
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Mother accuses mental health trust
of signing her son’s death warrant

worse, namely a steep contraction in Report points to string of
growth in the second half of this year. failures in care of killer
Business sentiment has soured in
Between a rock and a hard place – the
recent weeks. Expressions like “fall- Second patient stabbed
Bank of England’s predicament as
described by increasing numbers of en off a cliff” have been heard in rela- wife during same weekend
pundits around the City of London. tion to orders and sales, and not just
And it’s an uncomfortable position in the housebuilding industry. The
as the Bank opts for a third successive Bank of England has made it clear Walter Tiemann
hold on 5% rates at its latest monthly that a growth slowdown and squeeze
on living standards is the price that You won’t have to buy a new iPhone to
meeting.
will have to be paid if inflation is to get a new iPhone. Millions of current
The rock is inflation, well above the
iPhone owners will be able to downbe forced back into the bottle.
Bank’s 2% target, now at 3.3% (by the
A slowdown is one thing but a pro- load the phone’s free 2.0 software
CPI measure) and set to head above
longed period of negative growth Friday that will let them use Micro4% later this year. The hard place is
the looming possibility of recession is not part of the Bank’s game plan. soft Exchange ActiveSync, as well as
with all that means for jobs and eco- Such an outcome would bring infla- access Apple’s new App Store, which
tion down with a bump, quite pos- could ultimately offer thousands of
nomic output. The Bank’s remit is to
sibly requiring a letter to the chan- programs. Some of those programs
keep inflation to its target range and
will be free; others won’t. And many
to set policy accordingly. With that cellor explaining why it was too
may not be available until later this
far below target. Professor David
in mind a cut in interest rates would
Blanchflower has hitherto been the year.
have been difficult to justify.
“I don’t believe we’ll be seeing a real
The bank’s governor, Mervyn King, one member of the MPC consistently
ramp-up in applications until this
has expressed his concerns about a calling for lower rates. For him, a
fall,” said Tim Bajarin, president of
wage/price spiral developing with housing and consumer slump in line
Creative Strategies market analysts,
above inflation pay settlements forc- with the US is the biggest risk to the
which also does technology coning up prices. He and his eight col- British economy.
sulting. Apple says there have been
But several of his colleagues have
leagues on the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) will need time to assure admitted to considering the case for more than 250,000 downloads of its
development kit that allows softthemselves that the surge in inter- higher interest rates because of the
ware creators to make programs for
national food and oil prices has not inflationary threat. We won’t get the
minutes of the latest MPC meeting till the iPhone. It’s not known yet how
generated this sort of “second round
Wednesday 23 July. It will make in- many games, business, productivity,
effect”.
finance, health and education proteresting reading. There could have
But the nagging worry for the MPC is
grams will come to fruition. “Some
a three-way
splitinbetween
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in recent weeks points to something cutters, holders and raisers. Feath- developers have had the iPhone softRudo Speemann

Area man was smothered to death in
his sleep by an errant capital G (1913)
ware development kit for a little over
four months,” since March, when
Apple unveiled its “software road
map” for the iPhone, Bajarin said.
“But, to be really fair, the majority of software developers probably
didn’t get aggressive until after the
Mac developers’ conference last
month, where Apple had teaching
sessions on how to write software for
the iPhone.”
While the company has not released
much information about new thirdparty programs, expect to see some
that fill in the gaps in areas of iPhone
usability where Apple has not. For
example, the iPhone does not offer
voice dialing. But a European company called Makayama does. It makes
voice-dialing software for various
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lets you tap on a friend’s ph
dial their number, and Came
($19.95), which improves the
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camera by including a self-tim
20× digital zoom, among oth
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a “general-purpose, mobile co
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Heinrich Wieynck
a Saudi supertanker, and the Faina, a
Ukrainian cargo ship carrying 32 arhong kong: The Chinese govern- mored tanks and other heavy weap- US stocks rose, led by chemical and
ment confirmed Thursday that it ons. Mody said Thursday that ne- technology companies, after the
$18.8 billion takeover of Rohm &
would send naval ships to the Gulf of gotiations with the hijackers were
Aden to help in the fight against pi- continuing for the release of the Haas Co. outweighed concern loan
losses are worsening at banks.
racy there. The mission, which is ex- ships. “But the owners don’t like to
Rohm & Haas, the world’s biggest
pected to begin in about two weeks, talk about that, for the safety of the
producer of acrylic-paint ingrediwould be first modern deployment of crew members,” he said.
The Chinese Navy, officially known ents, surged 65 percent. Alcoa, the
Chinese warships outside the Pacific.
The announcement came as the cap- as the People’s Liberation Army Navy, third-largest aluminum producer,
has long concentrated on coastal de- climbed after China’s biggest smelttain of a Chinese cargo ship that was
fense and regional maneuvers. But in ers agreed to cut output. Freddie Mac
attacked Wednesday in the gulf said
recent years it has embarked on an fell after UBS AG cut its earnings estihis crew had used beer bottles, fire
mates the second-biggest mortgagehoses and homemade incendiary ambitious modernization plan.
The principal mission for Chinese
bombs to battle a gang of pirates that
naval vessels in the Gulf of Aden
had boarded his vessel.
A Chinese Foreign Ministry spokes- would presumably be the escorting Police
man, Liu Jianchao, said Thursday of Chinese cargo ships and oil tankthat 1,265 Chinese merchant ships ers from the Middle East bound for
had passed through the gulf this year. Chinese ports. Policing patrols, some Fatal stabbing near
maritime experts suggested, would
Seven have been attacked.
minister’s former home
“Piracy has become a serious threat be secondary.
But Mody said Thursday it would be
to shipping, trade and safety on the
The Ministry of Defence has agreed
seas,” Liu said at a news briefing in important for the Chinese effort to
be melded “on an operational level” to pay almost £3m in damages to IraBeijing. “That’s why we decided to
qis who were tortured by UK troops
send naval ships to crack down on with other navies already patrolling in the gulf. The European Union in Basra in 2003, their solicitors say.
piracy.” He gave no details about the
Nine Iraqi men who were mistreated
size of the naval mission, but a Bei- recently began an anti-piracy opand the father of a man beaten to
jing newspaper, The Global Times, eration in the gulf, and several other
nations have a naval presence there, death in custody will share £2.83m in
reported that the navy was likely to
compensation.
deploy two destroyers and a supply including India, the United States
The payout came after two days of
ship. “We absolutely welcome all na- and Russia. “We would like to see conegotiations
between lawyers for the
tions, because as we’ve said all along, operation so everyone is in the loop,”
group and the MoD. In March admitpiracy is an international problem Mody said. When a hijacking attempt
that requires an international so- occurs, “whoever’s closest can relution,” Lieutenant Nathan Chris- spond as fast as possible.”
Peng Weiyuan, the captain of the Auction
tensen, a spokesman for the US Fifth
Malabar™ is a trademark of Linotype GmbH and may be registered in certain jurisdictions.
Chinese cargo ship that was attacked
Fleet, said Thursday from Bahrain.
Cyrus Mody, a spokesman for the Wednesday in the gulf, gave a harInternational Maritime Bureau in rowing account of his crew’s battle Lowry pencil drawing
Peter Behrens and Hans Kühne

finance company. ‘Any kind of life in
mergers and acquisitions will create
a little bit of excitement because it’s
been dead,’ said Kevin Caron, a market strategist at Stifel Nicolaus & Co.
in Florham Park, New Jersey, which
has custody of about $60 billion of
client assets. ‘The hope by the market would be that natural buyers are
stepping in to buy cheap assets.’
The S&P 500 added 5.02, or 0.4 percent, to 1,249.71 at 11:38 a.m. in New
York. The benchmark for American
equities yesterday closed down 20
percent from its Oct. 9 peak, mark-

ing its first bear market since 2002.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average
advanced 43.32, or 0.4 percent, to
11,190.76. The Nasdaq Composite Index increased 16.42, or 0.7 percent, to
2,251.31. About six stocks increased
for every five that dropped.
The rallies in Rohm & Haas and
Alcoa pushed chemical and mining
companies to the steepest advance in
the S&P 500. Technology companies,
whose second-quarter earnings are
projected to rise the most among 10
S&P 500 industries, advanced after
Bank of America Corp. advised cli-
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An estimated 9.4 million motorists
will have to pay more road tax under
reforms aimed at punishing “gasguzzling” vehicles, the government
has admitted. Official estimates say
vehicle excise duty will rise for 43%
of vehicles made since 2001 – by up
to £245 for the most polluting ones –
but will fall for 18%. The AA said the
figures, for 2010–11, confirmed “our
worst fears”, while the Tories said

Israel’s defence minister has warned
of his country’s readiness to act
against Iran if it feels threatened.
Ehud Barak, speaking in Tel Aviv,
said Israel had “proved in the past
that it won’t hesitate to act when its
vital security interests are at stake”.
He spoke as Iran’s testing of missiles
that could reach Israel stoked tensions between the two, and with the
US. But Mr Barak added that diplo-
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